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Time to become an official Statemember of the Statute or Rome

Hu Jintao, Ma Ying-Jeou & Ahamdinejad,
Its time that you become an official statemember of the Statute of Rome.
Did you read the 'new' website of ICC?
That Court has a budget of 90 million euro per year.
And all they have been doing since openingday in 2003 is build a few cases against 10- 12 warlords and
lie on their website about EVERYTHING you can think of.
They have No intention to change!
mr Luis Moreno Ocampo annouonces on his site:
'I decide on proceedings on files whenever I want for the reason I want'.
He doesn't care for the fact that he's partial to NL or builds wars on Earth.
Moreno is never going to leave ICC because he works like a dictator himself; nobody is going to make
him leave because the media refuses to tell the truth about ICC to the people.
I want you to be come official statemembers now for following reasons:
● NL Minister of Foreign Affairs Maxime Verhagen communicates with people on TWITTER.
He ignores the fact that I have pressed charges against him within ICC.
How can he be so sure that he doesn't talk to 'terrorists'? He's not as smart as I am!
People don't email me , unless I ask them to do so! And they certainly don't call me anymore...
●

MP Jan Peter Balkenende has announced this week:'I want to stay President of NL until 2015'.
This makes him a bigger and more dangerous dictator Vladimir Putin ever was.
Putin has to leave office after 8 years; Balkenende can stay in power for ever.
Thanks to the media, AVOs & NGOs.
ICC protects Balkenende, instead of me and other war-victums related to me.

●

You must have read my email to Egypt.
Its exactly as I say:'In NL-parliament MPs call for war & intifada in the Middle-East'.
The lawcase against Geert Wilders is now with the Dutch Supreme Court because Wilders doesn't
want to appear in courtroom at all. According to him, the Dutch Supreme Court has to judge
'that laws are not being used as they should have been used against him'.
Well, he's right... for a change...!
All individuals & organisations who want to press charges against Wilders for distributing hatred
against the Islamic world
○ have to write the letters needed to him first
○ wait for his answer
○ warn him 'that they want to start a lawcase against him with the Dutch Supreme Court for
misconduct'
○ give him a second change to undo his blunders and prove that he wants to implement human
rights for all of us
○ start that damned case with the Dutch Supreme Court based on our NL-constitution and the
legal obligations of that court...'.
All people who follow this procedure will winnn... but they are too lazy to do all the writing &
waiting!

●

NGOs work to gether with ICC. Nobody may be informed about these coöperations.
When you are a statemember of ICC you can demand that ICC publishes a list of ALL NGOs they
work with. They also have to publish ALL agreements, activities, results.
Witnesses from DrCongo suddenly changed their testimonies in ICC-courtroom out of fear.
I don't blame them, because ICC works like a dictator itself!

And lawyers, who are supposed to portect victums & witnesses are not intelligent enough
= they ignore the EU-systems for vicutms & witnesses that should have been implemented on
openingday in 2003
= I strongly feel 'that these lawyers want to write history, but they are not smart enough to write
it themselves'. Now they write the expansion of war.
ICC tortures & kill also aid-workers in the field...and they don't care!
●

The financial crisis is now being misused to keep 'NL-dictators in their powerful position'
= you are going to pay a very high price, especially when the people & public servants believe
'that its fun to keep Balkenende in power until 2015'.
NL & EU will become more lawess.
Interpol already proves to be 'corrupt to NL-dictators'.
Barack Obama needs time...
NL-Media will get worse and worse. Try corruption!
NL-Royal-family is expanding corruption & war on a very large scale!
They always ignore the evidence of NL-ers who prove that we are already lawless.
They pick a few individuals 'to make big' as a cover for their war-crimes.
NGO War-child for example 'is made big by Princess Mable'
= they pretend to rescue lives of child-soldiers together with popartist Marco Bosato, but in
fact they make sure these child-soldiers stay lawless during confrontation with their
governments. Think of Kenia. That parliament refuses to listen to the people. Families grow in
number because they have re-invented the power of dynasties. The bigger the family, the
more land thay can conquer. War has already destroyed large part of argiculture = fires burn
down harvests, there are NO seads left for now crops. Starvation is on the way. Kenia will
implode in 2009.
Children – teenagers – become NOW soldiers, because nobody educates them on how to
work with lawbooks, letters & courtrooms against rulers.
Because the Royal-family boycots me, they also boycot NLFs for Young adults.
My 'good-practice with my ICC-case against Balkenende & Co' could already have been an
inspiring healty example to those lawless kids in Africa, who are now about to become childsoldiers ...fighting for shelter, food & jobs'....
This is an act of terrorism, according to our NL-lawbooks!

●

Sudenly UN Ban Ki moon calls out:
'Basir in Sudan can not be brought to ICC-courtroom, because UN-fieldworkers will be in danger'.
ICC writes on the website:'we are impartial to UN', but they are not. The whole Sudaninvestigations was on command of the UN in the first place. Ban Ki Moon ignores me, but
suddenly he wants ICC to stop the whole procedure against Sudan.
What does this make of the relationship between ICC & UN?
Hilter hold these kinds of work-meetings too!
There are NO systems, NO procedures within ICC...and they are not going to make them either!
Not even when I ask the Jihad to protect me....and to blast away ICC completely.....
I have NO acces to ICC, although my live depends on it. And I am entitled to receive information
on proceedings for my case, but I don't get it.

Iran, China & Taiwan...
You can enter the ICC-building and demand transparency. Do it!
Have an energetic-day in wisdom on the Long-distance track,
desiree

NB:
I have got 600 euro per year to build 3 websites on an older computer.
How much does ICC spend on their site?
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